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RELATIONS AMONG CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES
BY

STAVROS PAPASTAVRIDISi1)

Abstract. Let M be an n-dimensional, compact, closed, C°° manifold, and

r: M-*BO be the map classifying its stable normal bundle. Let S £

H*{BO; Z2) be a set of characteristic classes and let q, k, be fixed nonnega-

tive integers. We define I%(S,k)={x e. H«(B): v*(x)-y = 0 for all

y G Hk(M; Z¡) and for all n-dimensional, C°° closed compact manifolds

M, which have the propery that v*(S) — {0}}.

In this paper we compute /„?(S, k), where all classes of S have dimension

greater than n/2. We examine also the case of BSO and BU manifolds.

0. Introduction. It is well known that certain characteristic classes are zero

on the normal bundles of all C00 manifolds of a given dimension, although

they are not zero for all bundles. The basic reference is the work of E. H.

Brown and F. P. Peterson (see [2], [3], [4]). In this paper we are going to study

some aspects of this phenomenon.

First of all let us settle the terminology. Throughout this paper, unless

otherwise stated, B will be the classifying space for some bundle theory, i.e.

BO, BSO, B Spin, etc., y will be its universal bundle andp is a prime number

such that y is orientable and oriented in Zp coefficients, namely a Thorn class

U E Hm(T(y); Zp) is given. Let S C H*(B; Zp) be a set of characteristic

classes in our theory. From now on unless otherwise stated all cohomology

groups will have coefficient group Zp.

Definition 0.1. A B-S manifold of dimension n is a couple (M, v) where

Af is an w-dimensional, compact, closed, connected, C00 manifold and v:

M -» B is a map such that the pull-back of y under v, v*(y), is isomorphic

with the stable normal bundle of M, and furthermore v*(S) = {0}. A 5-0

manifold will be called simply a B manifold.

Definition 0.2. We define I«(B, S,p, k) = [x E H"(B): v*(x)-y = 0 for

ally G Hk(M) and for all «-dimensional B-S manifolds (M, v)}, where q, k

are nonnegative integers such that q + k < n. We call I%(B, S,p, k) the set
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of relations among q dimensional mod-p characteristic classes, in «-dimen-

sional B-S manifolds.

From now on throughout this paper, q, n, k will be fixed nonnegative

integers such that q + k < «. The set I^(B, 0,p, 0) is Brown-Peterson's

I¡¡(B,p) (see [2, p. 39]). In this paper we are going to study the set

I*(B, S,p,k) (actually it is a Zp space). Specifically, we are interested in

studying the following two questions:

(a) compare I*(B, S,p, k) and I«(B, 0,p, k),

(b) compare J„9(5, 0,p, k) and I*(B, 0,p, 0).

In order to be able to express our result in a more conceptual way, we find

it convenient to introduce an algebraic analogue of I*(B, S,p, k). In doing so

we follow some ideas of J. F. Adams (see [1]) and Brown-Peterson (see [4]).

But in order to do that we need some preparation.

Definition 0.3. We call H an «-dimensional Poincaré algebra if H is a

graded algebra with unit which is associative and commutative (in the graded

sense) and furthermore H is a left module over A (the mod-p Steenrod

algebra) in the graded sense, which satisfies the following conditions:

(a) The action of A satisfies the Cartan formula, namely if $: A -» A ® A

is the well-known diagonal in the Steenrod algebra (see [8, p. 150]) and

${a) = 2a' ® a" and x,y £ H then

<xy) = 2 : {-lf^x'A^a"ax • ay.

(b) The action of A is unstable, namely if p = 2 then Sq'jc = 0 if i > dim x,

and Sq'<;c> = x2 if i = dim x, and if p ^ 2 then P'x = 0 if 2i > dim x and

P'x = xp if 2i = dim x.

(c) H' = 0 for i < 0 or i > n.

(d) An element mH E (Hn)* = Uom(Hn, Zp) is given (it is part of the

structure of a Poincaré algebra) so that the bilinear map H' X H"~' -*Z

defined by (x,y) -» mH(x -y) for x E H1, y E H"~', for all 0 < i < n, is

nonsingular.

It is clear that the concept of Poincaré algebra is the abstraction of the

algebraic properties of the Zp cohomology of an orientable manifold.

Following Brown-Peterson we introduce a right A action on H*(B), using

the bundle y as follows: let U E H*(T(y)) be the Thom class of y (y was

assumed Zp-oriented), then if a E A, x E H*(B) x-a if defined by the

equality

(0.4) xa-U = X(a)(xU)

where x is the well-known canonical antihomomorphism of A (see [8, p. 166]).

This right action of A on H*(B) just makes H*(B) a right module over A, it

does not have any particular properties like the Cartan formula or something

like that. In exactly the same way we can define a right action on the Zp
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cohomology of any Z^-oriented C°° manifold by using its stable normal

bundle. In connection with that, J. F. Adams observed (see [1, p. 742]) that a

right A action on the Zp cohomology of a differentiable Z^-oriented manifold

can be defined from the algebra structure without any reference to the

normal bundle.

Specifically if H is an «-dimensional Poincaré algebra and x G H', a E Aj

then x-a E Hi+Jis defined by the property that

(0.5) mH(xa • y) = mH(x • ay)   for ally E H"~'~J.

In the case that 77 is the Zp cohomology of a Z^-oriented manifold, it can

be proved that the right A action introduced by (0.5) is the same with the

action defined by (0.4) via the stable normal bundle of the manifold (for a

proof of that see [2, p. 46, Corollary 6.3]), so if (M, v) is a B manifold, then

v*: H*(B) -» H*(M) is a map of algebras and A left-right modules.

From now on throughout this paper all Poincaré algebras will be

considered as right A modules, with the action defined via (0.5), and the Zp

cohomology of all spaces with a distinguished bundle Z^-oriented, will be

considered a right A module with the action defined via (0.4).

Definition 0.6. An «-dimensional B-S Poincaré algebra, is a couple

(H, v), where H is an «-dimensional Poincaré algebra and v. H*(B) -» H is a

map of a graded algebras and right-left modules over A, such that v(S) =

{0}. A B-0 Poincaré algebra will be called simply a B Poincaré algebra.

We define alg 7„«(B, S,p, k)={xE Hq(B): v(x) -y = 0 for all y E 77*
and for all «-dimensional B-S Poincaré algebras (H, v)).

Obviously if (Af, v) is a B-S manifold then (H*(M), v*) is a B-S Poincaré
algebra.

If Y ç H*(B) then [Y] will be the smallest subset of H*(B) which

contains Y, it is an ideal of H*(B) and it is closed under the left action of A.

It can be proved easily from (0.4) that [Y] is closed under the right action of

A. Let us call iY the inclusion Y-> H*(B).

From the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Zp,j) let c} be its fundamental

class, for/ > 0. We agree that K(Zp, 0) = * and c0 = 1 E 77°(*). Let X -

K(Zp, k) X K(Zp, n - k - q) and let /: H*(B) -> H*(B) ®AH*(X) be the

map defined by the formula l(x) = x ®Ack ® c„_q_k. Observe that / in-

creases degree by (« — q).

Now we are ready to state our main results.

Theorem 0.7. (a) alg Iq(B, S,p, k) consists of those elements x E Hq(B)

such that ¡(x) E image(/[5] ®A I) (I is the identity on H*(X)).

(b) Let d be the minimum dimension of elements of S, and suppose that

d > n/2. Ifp = 2andd+n + l>2qorifp^2andd+n> 2q, then:

lq (B, S,p, 0) = IS (B, 0,p, 0) + [S].
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Theorem 0.8. We assume that d > n/2. Then if p = 2 and B = BO or BU,

or ifp j-2andB = BSO or BU we have:

(a) I<(B, S,p, k) = alg I¡(B, S,p, k),
ib)I«iB,0,p,k) = I«iB,0,p,O).

The organization of the paper is as follows. In §1 we outline a general

technique for studying these problems and we prove Theorem 0.7. In §2 we

prove Theorem 0.8 for B = BO and in §3 we prove Theorem 0.8 for the case

B = BSO or BU. In a future paper we plan to examine the case p = 2,

B = BSO.

The basic ideas of this paper are due to E. Brown and F. Peterson. I am

indebted to both of them for many illuminating discussions.

1. General considerations and outlines of the general technique. Following

Brown-Peterson, let Qn(Y, B) = trn+m(T(y) A F+) be the 5-bordism group

of a space Y and let Q*(Y, B) = Hom(Qn(Y, B); Zp) be its dual. Y is a CW

complex with a finite number of cells in it its dimension, Y + = YU{*}, and

m is the dimension of the bundle y, we can assume that m > An. As in [2, pp.

41-42] there is a natural map 9: [H*(B) ®A H*(X)f -> Q*(X; B). From now

on, we assume that the elements of S are linearly independent over Zp, clearly

Theorems 0.7, 0.8 will not be affected. Next we define a map

(1.1) B^l\K(Zp,dims)
ses

so that the pull-back of the fundamental class of A"(Zp,dim s) is s E H*(B).

Then the standard way we consider the fibration of paths over

UseSK(Zp, dims) and we pull it back over B, so we get a fibration 77:

B' -> B with fibre UseSK(Zp, dim s - 1). Let y' = 7r*(y) be the pull-back of

y over B'. Then we can define the 2?'-bordism groups as tt„(Y, B') =

77n+m(F(y') A F+), and the relative (B, 5')-bordism groups as Qn(Y, B, B')

= v„+m(T(y)/T(y') A Y+) (for details see [12, p. 25]). We can make

H*(B'), H*(B, B') right A modules in exactly the same way as in (0.4), and

we can define maps

9': [H*(B')®A H*(X)]"->a*n(X;B'),

9": [H*(B,B')®AH*(X)]"^ti*n(X;B,B')

which are defined in an analogous way as 9. We can consider B' as a subset

of B by making the map 77 an inclusion by homotopy, so the symbol

T(y)/T(y') makes sense. Also we define a map /': H*(B')-+H*(B')

®A H*(X) in an analogous way as / was defined:

l'(x) = x®Ack® cn_k_q.

Let / be the identity map on H*(X) and i: B -» (B, B') be the inclusion
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then the following diagram is obviously commutative:

[H*(B,B')®AH*(X)]"    ^    ti*n(X;B,B')

ii* ®A i 4«*(0
(1.2) 77* (5)     U     [H*(B)®AH*(X)]°    !*    Q*(X;B)

J.Î7* iir* ®A I 4fi*(7T)

H"(B')    i»    [H*(B')®AH*(X)]n   ^    KiXlB')

Clearly ß(i'), Q(it) are the maps induced by /, it respectively at the bordism

level and Q*(i), ß*(7r) their dual. From now on we will refer to the above

diagram as diagram (1.2).

The next lemma reduces the computation of Iq(B, S,p, k) to a homotopy

problem.

Lemma 1.3.Iq(B, S,p, k) - Ker(S2*(7r) • 9 ■ I).

Proof. The same as Lemma 2.2 of [2], p. 41.

Next we compute alg Iq(B, S,p, k).

Proof of Theorem 0.7 (a). Let (H, v) be an «-dimensional B-S Poincaré

algebra (see Definition 0.3). Let x G Hq(B) such that l(x) E im(/[S) ®A I),

we will prove that v(x) = 0. By Poincaré duality it is enough to prove that

r"HÍvix)-y • z) " 0 for all y G 77* and all z E H"~k~q. Really, there is a

map /: H*(X) -> 77 such that f(ck) «■ y, /(c„_*_?) = z, and / is a map of

graded algebras and left A modules. This follows easily from the structure of

H*(X) (see [6, p. 707]). So we get a map

v ®A f: H*(B ) ®A H*(X)-* 77

defined by v ®A f(a ® b) = v(a) -f(b) for a G 77*(5), b E H*(X). Since
v(S) = {0} clearly v([SÎ) = {0} and so

("®^/)'('Isl®^/)-0.

On the other hand (v ®Af)(l(x)) = v(x)-yz and because l(x) E im(/[S]

®A I), it follows from the previous remark that v(x) -y • z = 0. So v(x) = 0

and that ends the first half of the proof.

Next we will prove the converse. Let x G Hq(B) such that l(x) Z im(/[S]

®A I). Then we are going to construct an «-dimensional Poincaré algebra H

and a map v: H*(B) -> H of algebras and left-right A modules such that

v(S) = {0} and v(x) ¥= 0.

Let R: H*(B) ® H*(X) -» 77*(J5) ®A H*(X) be the natural quotient map.

H*(B) ® H*(X) which is an algebra and a left module over A, can be given

a right A module structure as follows: Let \p, x be the diagonal map and the

canonical antihomomorphism of A (see [8, p. 150, p. 166]), let x E H*(B),

y E H*(X), a E A and ^(a) = 2a' ® a", then we define
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(1.4) (x®y)a = ?t(xa')®(x(a")y).

It can be proved that this formula is valid for all x, y E H*(B) ® H*(X) (see

[2, p. 46, Lemma 6.1 and p. 48, Lemma 7.1]). Let F = (H*(B) ® H*(X))A~,
where A is the set of elements of positive degree. We first note that F Q

kernel(i?). The reason is the following:

R ((x ® v)a) = R (2 (xa') ® X(a")y) = 2 (*0 ®aX(°") v

= 2x®Aa'x(a")y = 0,

for x E H*(B),y E H*(X), a £ J, i/>(a) - 2a' ® a", because 2a'X(a") = 0

(see [8, p. 166]).
Next let us suppose that x E Hq(B) and l(x) £ im(i(S) ®A I), this implies

that R(x® 1)¥*0. Let Í/ = H*(B) ® H*(X) and let z = Un* =

Hom(t/n, Zp) be such that z(kernel Ä) = {0}, z(l(x)) ^ 0 and z • (i(S] ®¿ /)
= 0.

Let 7 = { y £ Í/': z(y • i/"-') = {0}, i > 0), 7 is clearly an ideal of U. We

show that if y £ 7 then yfd)y E 7 by induction on degree of a. For a E A0

this is true by assumption. Let dim a = i, dim y — / and let u £ U"~'~J. As

noted above (see (1.4)), m • x(a)y ~ (" * v)a - 2(m • a') • x(a")y where uV(a)

= 1 ® a + 2a' ® a", and dim a" < i. Hence by the inductive assumption

and the fact that z(F) = {0}, we have z(u • x(a)y) = °> so x(a)y e J an<i so

7 is a left A -module. Let H = U/J and let r: U-*Hbe the projection. Let v:

H*(B) -» # be the map defined by v(y) = r(y ® 1) and let mH E (Hn)* be

defined by mHr = z. Then H is an unstable left algebra over A, because 7 is

an ideal closed under the left action of A. H satisfies Poincaré duality by

construction, and H' = 0 for i < 0 or i > «. Obviously p(S) = {0} and

v(x) ¥= 0, so it remains to prove that v is a map of right A modules. But this

means that

mH(v(ya) • r(u)) = mH(v(y) • ar(u))

for all y £ H*(B), a E A, u £ U. But this reduces to z((y ® l)a ■ u) = z((y

® 1)- au) which is true since z(Ker R) = {0}. This concludes the proof of

Theorem 0.7(a).

Next we turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 0.7(b), but first we

need some preparation. Basically we need some results of W. Browder about

the homotopy type of T(y)/T(y') (see [5]). Let m be the dimension of the

bundle y, we assume m > An, and d be the smallest dimension of elements of

S. Let o¡ £ H'(B) be the class defined by the relation v,U = x(P'W, i > 0,
v¡ will be called the ith Wu class of y. The main technical result that we need

for Theorem 0.7(b) is the following.

Proposition 1.5. If no Wu class of y is a linear combination of elements of
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S, there is a map r: T(y)/T(y') -» UK(Zp, * ),from the space T(y)/T(y') to

a product of K(Zp, *)'s which is an isomorphism in Zp cohomology up to

dimension m + 2d.

The above Proposition is a slight variation of a result of W. Browder (see

[5, Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2]), we postpone its proof until the end of this

section.

Proof of Theorem 0.7(b). In a manifold M" the Wu classes of the normal

bundle, of dimension greater than n/2 are zero (see [5, Proposition 2.3]), so

we lose nothing by assuming that no Wu class is a linear combination of

elements of S.

By the previous proposition the group ûn(X; B, B') = itn+m(T(y)/T(y')

AX+) is a direct sum of Zps, and since « + m < 2d + m the map 9":

[H*(B, B') ®A H*(X)]"->Q*(X; B, B') is an isomorphism (see [2, Lemma

3.2], the basic ingredient in the proof is that T(y)/T(y') is a product of

K(Zp, * )'s in the appropriate range of dimensions). On the other hand since

the sequence Qn(X; 7i')^ß„(Ar; Tí) -> iï„(X; B, B') is exact, taking

Hom( , Zp) we get an exact sequence ïl*(X; B, B') -> ü*n(X; B) -> Q*(X; B').

So taking into consideration Lemma 1.3, and the commutative diagram (1.2),

we have: x G Iq(B, S,p, 0) means that û*(<n)(9(l(x))) = 0, or that 91 (x) G

im ñ*(0, or that 91 (x) G im(0" • B*(/)) - im 9 • (i* ®AI), which means that

there is an element y E im(i* ®AI) such that 9(y — l(x)) = 0. But by an

easy spectral sequence argument on the fibration it: B' -» B we can prove

that image(/*) = [S], and so im(/* ®AI) is generated additively by elements

of the form a ®Ab, where a G [S], b G H*(X). Notice that since we are

examining the situation where k = 0, X = K(Zp, n - q). But then dim a > d

and dim a + dim b = « so dim b < « — d, and because of our dimensional

assumptions in the statement of Theorem 0.7(b) we have dim b < 2(n — q) if

p is odd, and dim b < 2(« — q) + 1 when p = 2, which means (see [6, p.

707]) that b = tc„_q, for t G A and so a ®Ab - at ®Acn^q = ¡(at). So the

relation 9(y — l(x)) = 0 because 91 (at — x) = 0 which means that at - x G

Iq(B, 0,p, 0) and since d G [S], x G Iq(B, 0,p, 0) + [S], which ends the

proof.

We conclude this section with the proof of Proposition 1.5.

Proof of Proposition 1.5. From now on in this paper, whenever x is a

cohomology class |x| will be its dimension. Let Z = UseSK(Zp, \s\), then W.

Browder proved (see [5,Theorem 6.1]) that there is a map h: T(y)/T(y')^>

T(y) A Z which is an isomorphism in Zp cohomology up to dimension

m -r- 2d - 1, and in dimension m + 2d the kernel is generated by the

elements (c2^ + c^ • s)U, where s ranges over all s G S with |j| = d. Recall

that m is the dimension of the bundle y, U E Hm(T(y)) its Thorn class, and

Cjj( is the fundamental class of K(Zp, \s\).
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To simplify the exposition we assume thatp = 2. The case where p is odd is

proved similarly (it is even simpler). Let S' be a Z2 basis of H*(T(y)) which

contains {(vd + s)U) where s E S and |j| = d, this is possible since no linear

combination of elements of S contains a Wu class. We call Sd the subset of S

which consists of classes of dimension d. Let Y = nAT(Z2, \s\ + \s'\) where n

ranges over all couples (s, s') £ S X S', Y' = TLK(Z2, \s\ + \s'\) where n

ranges over all couples (s, s') £ S X S' - Sd X S', and finally let g: Y->Y'

the obvious projection. According to W. Browder (see [5, Theorem 6.2']).

there is a map t: T(y) A Z -» Y such that t*(c^+^ = s' ® c^, which is an

isomorphism in Z2 cohomology up to dimension m + 2d. Next let us consider

the elements in the kernel of h*+2d,

(c2M + ck| • s) U = Sq'^'c^i + cw • s • U

M
= CH- x(Sq|f|)i/ + 2 Sq'(cw • x(SqW"0U) + cw• S• Í7

/-I

M
= (t>„ + j)í/ ® cw+ 2 Sq'(cw • x(Sqk|-')l/)

i-l

(see [10, Lemma 1]). This computation shows that the map gth: T(y)/T(y')

-» y is an isomorphism in Z2 cohomology up to dimension m + 2d — 1, and

there is no kernel in dimension m + 2d. So T(y)/T(y') is a product of

K(Z2, * )'s up to dimension m + 2d.

2. BO. In this section we will prove Theorem 0.8 for the case B = BO, but

first we need a technical lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let a £ A then acn_q = 0 if and only ifa(ck ® cn_k_q) = 0.

Proof. For simplicity we will prove the lemma for the case p = 2. The

same proof with slight notational modifications is valid for any prime p.

Actually we are going to use this result for the case where p is an odd prime,

in the next section.

Before proceeding with the proof of our lemma let us replace the notation

with a more convenient one. We consider the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces

K(Z2, m), K(Z2, n) and let a, b be their fundamental classes respectively. For

this proof only m, « are nonnegative integers, and they do not have the

meaning that they had in the rest of this paper. A sequence / =

(i„ i2,..., ik) is called admissible if i„ i2,..., ik are nonnegative integers

and i, > 2i2, i2 > 2i3,..., iA_, > 2iA. For an admissible sequence / =

(i,,..., ik) we define the excess e(I) = i, — i2 — i3 — • • • — ik. So our

lemma comes down to prove that the set of elements {Sq7(a X b)}, where /

ranges over all admissible sequences / such that e(I) < m + n is linearly
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independent (see [6, p. 707]). We define Sq7 = Sq''Sq'2 • • • Sq* and d(I) - i,

+ i2 + • • • + ik.

The proof will go by an induction on n, the inductive step can be proved by

using the commutative diagram

K(Z2, m) X K(Z2, n + 1) -> K(Z2, n + m + 1)

i i
K(Z2, m) X K(Z2, n) X K(Z2, 1)     -*    K(Z2, n + m) X K(Z2, 1)

where the maps are defined in the obvious way.

So we assume that n = 1. First we observe that if 7 is an admissible

sequence

(2.2) Sq7(a X b) = Sq7a X b + 2 Sq7a X Sq I"b

where a"(7') < a*(7).

Now let us suppose that e(I) = m + 1, for an admissible sequence 7, this

means that 7 = (2'~xi„ 2l~\ ..., 2i/; i„ //+„..., ik) where /, > 2//+, and

'/ " '/+i + '/+2 + • • • + /* + (« + 1). Let 7 = (//+„ ..., ik), clearly e(J) <

m + 1 and Sq7(a X b) = (SqJ(a X b))2' = (SqJa)2' X b2' + 2(Sq'a)2' X

(Sq7"6)2' where a*(7') < a"(7).

On the other hand if e(I) < m + 1 we have Sq7(a X b) = Sq'a X b +

2Sq7'a X Sq7'6 where a"(7') < a"(7).

But the set of elements (Sq7a X b)2 for / > 0 e(I) < m + 1 are linearly

independent, and so the set of elements Sq7(a X b) for e(I) < m + 1 are

linearly independent.

Proof of Theorem 0.8, for B = BO. (a) In the case when B = BO, the

map 9 is an isomorphism (see [2, p. 42, Lemma 3.2]), so from the diagram

(1.2) and Lemma 1.3 we have that x E Iq(BO, S, 2, k) means 91 (x) G

im(ß*(/)), but since 9" is an isomorphism we get that

l(x) E image(/* ®AI) = im(i*ls] ®AI)

which by Theorem 0.7(a) means that x G alg Iq(BO, S, 2, k).

(b) It is known that H*(BO) is a free right module over A (see [2, p. 42]),

let (x() be a basis over A, and let x G 2x(a,, a¡ G A, then x G I¡((BO, 0,2, k)

if and only if a¡(ck ® c„_k_q) = 0 and x G Iq(BO,0,2, 0) if and only if

a¡c„_q = 0, which, according to the previous lemma, means the same thing

3. BSO and BU. Throughout this section B will be BSO or BU, andp will

be an odd prime whenever B = BSO. We are going to prove Theorem 0.8 for

the case B = BSO or BU. Basically we exploit the technique of [3]. The main

goal of this section is to prove that 9 restricted over a certain subset of

H*(B) ®AH*(X) is a monomorphism (see Theorem 3.10 below), this will be

accomplished by constructing a sufficient number of elements of ß»(A"; B).
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We start by quoting a few well-known results about the Steenrod algebra

A. When p = 2 we denote Sq2' by P' and Sqx by 5. Let A' c A be the

submodule generated by all P1 where / is an admissible sequence (see §2,

Lemma 2.1). In casep is odd A' is a subalgebra, and in general A' is naturally

isomorphic to A mod the two sided ideal (8) generated by the Bochstein 8.

Definition 3.1. A sequence R = (r,, r2,... ) will be called a sequence of

numbers if and only if rx, r2,... are nonnegative numbers, all of which are

zero except a finite number. When R is a sequence of numbers we put

n(R) = 22r,(p' - 1)1 (R) = 2r(,

In [8, p. 162], Milnor defined an element PR E A' for each sequence of

numbers R and showed that {PR} is a basis for A'. Note that P1 and PR are

different things. The reader should be cautioned that when p = 2, PR is

what Milnor denotes Sq2Ä, where 2R = (2r„ 2r2,... ) (see also [9, p. 507]).

Next we construct some elements of ti*(X; B) where B = BU or BSO. All

manifolds will be assumed oriented. If y is a space Ym will be the m-fold

cartesian product and if y is a manifold [ Y] will be the generator of the top

cohomology.

For each sequence of numbers R = (r,, r2,... ) let MR = YliiCPp')r' X
(S')*-2/<*>).

Note, dim MR = k + n(R). Let uR £ H*(MR) be the tensor product of the

ring generators of each factor. We quote from [3, p. 359]

Lemma 3.2. Ifn(R') > n(R)

PRuR = 0   ifR* R',

= [MR]   ifR = R'.

Definition 3.3. A sequence of sequences L - (/?,, R2,..., Rm) is a finite

sequence of sequences of numbers, decreasing in the lexicographic order,

such that no sequence of numbers appears more than (p — 1) times.

We define ML = UM^, uL = 2«^. If x is a cohomology class,

pLx _ pRixp*2X . . . pK»x.

The next lemma is the main technical result before the proof of Theorem

3.10.

Lemma 3.4. 7/dim(FL'ML) > dim(PLuL),

PvuL = 0   ifL'^L,

=¿0   ifL' = L.

The above result plays in this paper the same role that Lemma 3.2 plays in

[3]. We will split its proof to four sublemmas.
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Lemma 3.5. If L = (Rx,..., Rm) and Rx = R2 = • • • = Rm then PhiL =

± m\[ML].

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and Definition 3.3, PLuL = (Z[MRt])m = ± n[M^]

= ± m\[ML].

Lemma 3.6. If L = (Rx,..., Rm), L' = (Rx,..., R¡), I > m and Rx = R2
= • • • = R, then PvuL « 0.

Proof. Pl'ul = (2™.,^])' = 0.

Lemma 3.7. Let L = (Rx, R2.RJ and let g(l), g(2),..., g(m) be a

finite sequence from the numbers 1,2,... ,m, then ifUP^Uj,   ¥= 0 then

dim P^UgU) = dim mr,u)  fori = 1,2, ...,m.

Proof. Since dim(II P^w» ) - dim ML = 2dim MR¡, the proof is obvious.

Lemma 3.8. PLuL ̂  0.

Proof. Plul = IL^S,.?7^), combining Lemmas 3.2, 3.5, 3.7, the result

follows easily.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. The case L- L' has already been settled in Lemma

3.8. We can dispose very easily of the case where (dim PL'uL) > dim PLux. So

let   us   suppose   that  dim PL'uL = dim PLuL  and  L' =h L.   Let  L =

(Rx, ...,Rm) and L = (R'x,..., R¡), then

'    /   m

(3-9) PL'uL - n   s pR!»Rj
i-i\y-i

If PLuL 7^ 0 by Lemma 3.7 we must have I = m, furthermore by Lemma 3.2

L and L' should include the same sequences of numbers, but since L' =£ L, L'

must include one sequence of numbers more times than the same sequence

appears in L, and by Lemma 3.6, PLuL = 0.

The definition of MR, uR, ML, uL depends on k, we could give the same

definition with n — k — q instead and call the corresponding objects

M'R, u'R, M'L, u'L, and the analogous results of Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7,

3.8 are equally valid. Now we have in our hands all the technical tools to

translate all the results of [3] in our situation.

Let ir'(m) be the set of partitions of m containing no integer of the form

(p' - I)/2. Let Sa be the corresponding element (see [9, p. 515]). Milnor [9]

has proved the equivalent of the following:

Theorem 3.9'. If p is odd, H*(BSO) is a free right A' module, and

{Su\u E Ti'(m), m > 0} is a basis. Furthermore for each w E ir'(m) there is an

oriented 4 m manifold Nu such that, if w, </ G it'(m),

\
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^(5u,)(ArJ = 0   if«'*«,

¥= 0   if a' = a,

where t>N is the map which classifies the stable normal bundle ofN0.

Just for the next theorem we assume that k, n - k - q are even numbers.

Theorem 3.10. If p is odd, {9(Sa ®APLck ® PL'c„_k_q): u E tr'(m), m >

0,L = (Rx, R2,...,),L' = (R'x, R¡,...,), /(/?,) < k\2, l(Rf) < (n - k-
q)\2), where 9 is the homomorphism described in diagram (1.2), forms a linearly

independent set in ti(X; BSO)*.

Proof. Let L, L' be sequences of sequences (see Definition 3.3) and

u E ir'(m), then define a(u, L, L') = {NaX MLX M'L.,p(uL X u'L)} where

p: NaX MLX M'L -*MLX M'v is the projection and uL X u'L: ML x M'u

-» K(Zp, k) X K(Zp, n — k - q). And then the proof goes as Theorem 3.3 of

[3].
Remark. An analogous result holds for the cases that k or n - k — q are

odd numbers. Specifically if let us say k is odd then L = (Rx, R2,..., Rm)

ranges over all sequences of sequences such that the Rx, R2,..., Rm are

distinct, and the theorem holds.

Definition 3.11. Let A" be the two sided ideal if A generated by 5 and A"'

be the two sided ideal in H*(X) generated by ack, acn_k_q for a E A ". Let A"

be the subalgebra of H*(X) generated by the elements ack, acn_k_q, a E A'.

Clearly as Zp modules A = A'® A", H*(X) = X' 0 X".

Lemma. Let Ix., Ix» be the inclusions X' Q H*(X) and X" C H*(X) respec-

tively, and p an odd prime. Then suppose that x E image^ ®AIX) and

y E imaged ®AIX~) and that 9(x + y) = 0 then 9(x) = 9(y) = 0.

Proof. Obviously 9(y)(a(a, L, L')) = 0 (see proof of Theorem 3.10) so

9(x)(a(u, L, L')) = 0 and so by Theorem 3.10 0(x) = 0 and so 9(y) = 0.

Proof of Theorem 0.8, for B = BSO, P odd prime, (a) We argue as in

the case B = BO. If x E I*(BSO, S,p, k) then there is y E im(i* ®AI) so

that 9(l(x)-y) = 0 (see diagram (1.2)) but y = y' + y" where / E

im (i* ®A Ix.) and y" £ im(i* ®AIX») so 9(l(x) - y' - y") - 0 and by the

previous lemma this means that 9 (I (x) - y') = 0, and by Theorem 3.10

/(*)-/ = 0 which means x E alg I« {BSO, S,p, k).
(b) Let x E I«(BSO,0,p,k), this means that 9l(x) = 0, which by

Theorem 3.10 means l(x) = 0. But by Theorem 3.9, x = 2cuR • (SJPR

where cuR E Zp. Recall (see Lemma 2.1, and from [3, Theorem 2.4]) that

PR(ck ®c„_k_q) = 0 if and only if l(R) > (n - q)\2. Therefore
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0 = 91(x)

= 9(x®Ack®cn_k_q)

= ^cuj[sa®APR(ck® cn_k_q)]

-        2        cuj[sa®APR(ck®cn_k_q)]
l'R)<(n-9)/2

but by Theorem 3.10 {9[Sa ®APR(ck ® c„_k_q)]): l(R) < (« - q)/2 are

linearly independent. Hence caR = 0 for l(R) < (n - q)/2, but by Lemma

4.1 of [3] this means that x E Iq(BSO,0,p, 0), which completes the proof.

The proof of Theorem 0.8 for the case B = BU follows exactly the same

pattern. There is an analogue for Theorem 3.9 due to Milnor (see [9, p. 516]),

and every subsequent theorem could be easily duplicated. I am sure that the

reader who survived up to this point can provide the details.
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